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1. Introduction 
In order to simplify the design and operation of telecommunications networks, it is common 
to describe them in a layered structure constituted by a service network layer on top of a 
transport network layer. The service network layer provides services to its users, whereas 
the transport network layer comprises the infrastructure required to support the service 
networks. Hence, transport networks should be designed to be as independent as possible 
from the services supported, while providing functions such as transmission, multiplexing, 
routing, capacity provisioning, protection, and management. Typically, a transport network 
includes multiple network domains, such as access, aggregation, metropolitan and core, 
ordered by decreasing proximity to the end-users, increasing geographical coverage, and 
growing level of traffic aggregation. 
Metropolitan and, particularly, core transport networks have to transfer large amounts of 
information over long distances, consequently demanding high capacity and reliable 
transport technologies. Multiplexing of lower data rate signals into higher data rate signals 
appropriate for transmission is one of the important tasks of transport networks. Time 
Division Multiplexing (TDM) is widely utilized in these networks and is the fundamental 
building block of the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) / Synchronous Optical Network 
(SONET) technologies. The success of SDH/SONET is mostly due to the utilization of a 
common time reference, improving the cost-effectiveness of adding/extracting lower order 
signals from the multiplexed signal, the augmented reliability and interoperability, and the 
standardization of optical interfaces. SDH/SONET networks also generalized the use of 
optical fibre as the transmission medium of metropolitan and core networks. Essentially, 
when compared to twisted copper pair and coaxial cable, optical fibre benefits from a much 
larger bandwidth and lower attenuation, as well as being almost immune to electromagnetic 
interferences. These features are key to transmit information at larger bit rates over longer 
distances without signal regeneration. 
Despite the proved merits of SDH/SONET systems, augmenting the capacity of transport 
networks via increasing their data rates is only cost-effective up to a certain extent, whereas 
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adding parallel systems by deploying additional fibres is very expensive. The prevailing 
solution to expand network capacity was to rely on Wavelength Division Multiplexing 
(WDM) to transmit parallel SDH/SONET signals in different wavelength channels of the 
same fibre. Nevertheless, since WDM was only used in point-to-point links, switching was 
performed in the electrical domain, demanding Optical-Electrical (OE) conversions at the 
input and Electrical-Optical (EO) conversions at the output of each intermediate node, as 
well as electrical switches. Both the OE and EO converters and the electrical switches are 
expensive and they represent a large share of the network cost. 
Nowadays, transport networks already benefit from optical switching, thereby alleviating 
the use of expensive and power consuming OE and EO converters and electrical switching 
equipment operating at increasingly higher bit rates (Korotky, 2004). The main 
ingredients to support optical switching are the utilization of reconfigurable nodes, like 
Reconfigurable Optical Add/Drop Multiplexers (ROADMs) and Optical Cross-Connects 
(OXCs), along with a control plane, such as the Generalized Multi-Protocol Label 
Switching (GMPLS), (IETF, 2002), and the Automatically Switched Optical Network 
(ASON), (ITU-T, 2006). The control plane has the task of establishing/terminating optical 
paths (lightpaths) in response to connection requests from the service network. As a 
result, the current type of dynamic optical networks is designated as Optical Circuit 
Switching (OCS). 
In an OCS network, bandwidth is allocated between two nodes by setting up one or more 
lightpaths (Zang et al., 2001). Consequently, the capacity made available for transmitting 
data from one node to the other can only be incremented or decremented in multiples of 
the wavelength capacity, which is typically large (e.g., 10 or 40 Gb/s). Moreover, the 
process of establishing a lightpath can be relatively slow, since it usually relies on two-
way resource reservation mechanisms. Therefore, although the deployment of OCS 
networks only makes use of already mature optical technologies, these networks are 
inefficient in supporting bursty data traffic due to their coarse wavelength granularity 
and limited ability to adapt the allocated wavelength resources to the traffic demands in 
short time-scales, which can also increase the bandwidth waste due to capacity 
overprovisioning. 
Diverse solutions have been proposed to overcome the limitations of OCS networks and 
improve the bandwidth utilization efficiency of future optical transport networks. The less 
disruptive approach consists of an optimized combination of optical and electrical switching 
at the network nodes. In this case, entire wavelength channels are switched optically at a 
node if the carried traffic flows, originated at upstream nodes, approximately occupy the 
entire wavelength capacity. Alternatively, traffic flows with small bandwidth requirements 
can be groomed (electrically) into one wavelength channel with enough spare capacity (Zhu 
et al., 2005). This hybrid switching solution demands costly OE/EO converters and electrical 
switches, albeit in/of smaller numbers/sizes than those needed in opaque implementations 
relying only on electrical switching. However, OCS networks with electrical grooming only 
become attractive when it is possible to estimate in advance the fractions of traffic to be 
groomed and switched transparently at each node, enabling to accurately dimension both 
the optical and electrical switches needed to accomplish an optimized trade-off between 
maximizing the bandwidth utilization and minimizing the electrical switching and OE/EO 
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conversion equipment. Otherwise, when the traffic pattern cannot be accurately predicted, 
this trade-off can become difficult to attain and both optical and electrical switches may 
have to be overdimensioned, hampering the cost-effectiveness of this hybrid approach. 
The most advanced all-optical switching paradigm for supporting data traffic over optical 
transport networks is Optical Packet Switching (OPS). Ideally, OPS would replicate current 
store-and-forward packet-switched networks in the optical domain, thereby providing 
statistical multiplexing with packet granularity, rendering the highest bandwidth utilization 
when supporting bursty data traffic. In the full implementation of OPS, both data payload 
and their headers are processed and routed in the optical domain. However, the logical 
operations needed to perform address lookup are difficult to realize in the optical domain 
with state-of-the-art optics. Similarly to MPLS, Optical Label Switching (OLS) simplifies 
these logical operations through using label switching as the packet forwarding technique 
(Chang et al., 2006). In their simplest form, OPS networks can even rely on processing the 
header/label of each packet in the electrical domain, while the payload is kept in the optical 
domain. Nevertheless, despite the complexity differences of the implementations proposed 
in the literature, the deployment of any variant of OPS networks is always hampered by 
current limitations in optical processing technology, namely the absence of an optical 
equivalent of electronic Random-Access Memory (RAM), which is vital both for buffering 
packets while their header/label is being processed and for contention resolution (Tucker, 
2006; Zhou & Yang, 2003), and the difficulty to fabricate large-sized fast optical switches, 
essential for per packet switching at high bit rates (Papadimitriou et al., 2003). 
The above discussion highlighted that OCS networks are relatively simple to implement but 
inefficient for transporting bursty data traffic, whereas OPS networks are efficient for 
transporting this type of traffic but very difficult to implement with state-of-the-art optical 
technology. Next-generation optical networks would benefit from an optical switching 
approach whose bandwidth utilization and optical technology requirements lie between 
those of OCS and OPS. In order to address this challenge, an intermediate optical switching 
paradigm has been proposed and studied in the literature – Optical Burst Switching (OBS). 
The basic premise of OBS is the development of a novel architecture for next-generation 
optical WDM networks characterized by enhanced flexibility to accommodate rapidly 
fluctuating traffic patterns without requiring major technological breakthroughs. A number 
of features have been identified as key to attain this objective (Chen et al., 2004). In order to 
overview some of them, consider an optical network comprising edge nodes, interfacing 
with the service network, and core nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 1. OBS networks grant 
intermediate switching granularity (between that of circuits and packets) via: assembling 
multiple packets into larger data containers, designated as data bursts, at the ingress edge 
nodes, enforcing per burst switching at the core nodes, and disassembling the packets at the 
egress edge nodes. Noteworthy, data bursts are only assembled and transmitted into the 
OBS network when data from the service network arrives at an edge node. This circumvents 
the stranded capacity problem of OCS networks, where the bandwidth requirements from 
the service network evolve throughout the lifetime of a lightpath and during periods of time 
can be considerably smaller than the provisioned capacity. Furthermore, the granularity at 
which the OBS network operates can be controlled through varying the number of packets 
contained in the data bursts, enabling to regulate the control and switching overhead. 
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Fig. 1. Generic OBS network architecture. 
In OBS networks, similarly to OCS networks, control information is transmitted in a 
separate wavelength channel and processed in the electronic domain at each node, avoiding 
complex optical processing functions inherent to OPS networks. More precisely, a data burst 
and its header packet are decoupled in both the wavelength and time domains, since they 
are transmitted in different wavelengths and the header precedes the data burst by an offset 
time. Channel separation of headers and data bursts, a distinctive feature of out-of-band 
signalling schemes, is suitable to efficiently support electronic processing of headers while 
preserving data in the optical domain, because OE/EO converters at the core nodes are only 
needed for the control channel. The offset time has a central role in OBS networks, since it is 
dimensioned to guarantee the burst header is processed and resources are reserved for the 
upcoming data burst before the latter arrives to the node. Accordingly, a data burst can cut 
through the core nodes all-optically, avoiding being buffered at their input during the time 
needed for header processing. Moreover, since the transmission of data bursts can be 
asynchronous, complex synchronization schemes are not mandatory. Combined, these 
features ensure OBS networks can be implemented without making use of optical buffering. 
The prospects of deploying OBS in future transport networks can be improved provided 
that the bandwidth utilization achievable with OBS networks can be enhanced without 
significantly increasing their complexity or, alternatively, by easing their implementation 
without penalizing network performance. Noteworthy, OBS networks are technologically 
more demanding than OCS networks in several aspects. Firstly, although OBS protocols 
avoid optical buffering, OBS networks still demand some technology undergoing research, 
namely all-optical wavelength converters (Poustie, 2005) and fast optical switches scalable to 
large port counts (Papadimitriou et al., 2003). Secondly, the finer granularity of OBS is 
accomplished at the expense of a control plane more complex than the one needed for OCS 
networks (Barakat & Darcie, 2007). Nevertheless, the expected benefits of adopting a more 
bandwidth efficient optical switching paradigm fuelled significant research efforts in OBS, 
which even resulted in small network demonstrators (Sahara et al., 2003; Sun et al., 2005). 
The performance of OBS networks is mainly limited by data loss due to contention for the 
same transmission resources between multiple data bursts (Chen et al., 2004). The lack of 
optical RAM limits the effectiveness of contention resolution in OBS networks. Wavelength 
conversion is usually assumed to be available to resolve contention for the same wavelength 
channel. In view of the complexity and immaturity of all-optical wavelength converters, 
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decreasing the number of converters utilized or using simpler ones without degrading 
performance would enhance the cost-effectiveness of OBS networks. Nevertheless, even if 
wavelength conversion is available, contention occurs when the number of bursts directed 
to the same link exceeds the number of wavelength channels. Moreover, the asynchronous 
transmission of data bursts creates voids between consecutive data bursts scheduled in the 
same wavelength channel, further contributing to contention. Consequently, minimizing 
these voids and smoothing burst traffic without resorting to complex contention resolution 
strategies would also improve the cost-effectiveness of OBS networks. 
In alternative or as a complement to contention resolution strategies, such as wavelength 
conversion, the probability of resource contention in an OBS network can be proactively 
reduced using contention minimization strategies. Essentially, these strategies optimize the 
resources allocated for transmitting data bursts in such way that the probability of multiple 
data bursts contending for the same network resources is reduced. Contention minimization 
strategies for OBS networks mainly consist of optimizing the wavelength assignment at the 
ingress edge nodes to decrease contention for the same wavelength channel (Wang et al., 
2003), mitigating the performance degradation from unused voids between consecutive data 
bursts scheduled in the same wavelength channel (Xiong et al., 2000), and selectively 
smoothing the burst traffic entering the network (Li & Qiao, 2004). Albeit the utilization of 
these strategies can entail additional network requirements, namely augmenting the 
(electronic) processing capacity in order to support more advanced algorithms, it is expected 
that the benefits in terms of performance or complexity reduction will justify their support. 
This chapter details two contention minimization strategies, which when combined provide 
traffic engineering in the wavelength domain for OBS networks. The utilization of this 
approach is shown to significantly improve network performance and reduce the number of 
wavelength converters deployed at the network nodes, enhancing their cost-effectiveness. 
The remaining of the chapter is organized as follows. The second section introduces the 
problem of wavelength assignment in OBS networks whose nodes have no wavelength 
converters or have a limited number of wavelength converters. A heuristic algorithm for 
optimizing the wavelength assignment in these networks is described and exemplified. The 
third section addresses the utilization of electronic buffering at the ingress edge nodes of 
OBS networks, highlighting its potential for smoothing the input burst traffic and describing 
how it can be combined with the heuristic algorithm detailed in the previous section to 
attain traffic engineering in the wavelength domain. The performance improvements and 
node complexity reduction made possible by employing these strategies in an OBS network 
are evaluated via network simulation in the fourth section. Finally, the fifth and last section 
presents the final remarks of the work presented in this chapter. 
2. Priority-based wavelength assignment 
OBS networks utilize one-way resource reservation, such as the Just Enough Time (JET) 
protocol (Qiao & Yoo, 1999). The principles of burst transmission are as follows. Upon 
assembling a data burst from multiple packets, the ingress node generates a Burst Header 
Packet (BHP) containing the offset time between itself and the data burst, as well as the 
length of the data burst. This node also sets a local timer to the value of the offset time. 
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The BHP is transmitted via a control wavelength channel and processed at the control unit 
of each node along the routing path of the burst. The control unit uses the information in 
the BHP to determine the resources (e.g., wavelength channel in the designated output 
fibre link) to be allocated to the data burst during the time interval it is expected to be 
traversing the core node. This corresponds to a delayed resource reservation, since the 
resources are not immediately set up, but instead are only set up just before the arrival 
time of the data burst. Furthermore, the resources are allocated to the burst during the 
time strictly necessary for it to successfully pass through the node. This minimizes the 
bandwidth waste because these resources can be allocated to other bursts in non-
overlapping time intervals. Before forwarding the BHP to the next node, the control unit 
updates the offset time, reducing it by the amount of time spent by the BHP at the node. 
Meanwhile, the data burst buffered at the ingress node is transmitted after the timer set to 
the offset time expires. In case of successful resource reservation by its BHP at all the 
nodes of the routing path, the burst cuts through the core nodes in the optical domain 
until it arrives to the egress node. Otherwise, when resource reservation is unsuccessful at 
a node, both BHP and data burst are dropped at that node and the failed burst 
transmission is signalled to the ingress node. 
As a result of using one-way resource reservation, there is a large probability that data 
bursts arrive at a core node on the same wavelength channel from different input fibre links 
and being directed to the same output fibre link of that node. This leads to contention for the 
same wavelength channel at the output fibre link. These contention events can be efficiently 
resolved using wavelength converters and/or minimized in advance through an optimized 
assignment of wavelengths at the ingress nodes. In view of the immaturity of all-optical 
wavelength converters, strategies for minimizing the probability of wavelength contention 
become of paramount importance in order to design cost-effective OBS core nodes. 
2.1 Problem statement 
Consider an OBS network modelled as a directed graph G = (V, E), where V = {v1, v2, ..., 
vN} is the set of nodes, E = {e1, e2, ..., eL} is the set of unidirectional fibre links and the 
network has a total of N nodes and L fibre links. Each fibre link supports a set of W data 
wavelength channels, {λ1, λ2, …, λW–1, λW}. Let Π = {pi1, pi2, …, pi|Π|–1, pi|Π|} denote the set of 
routing paths used to transmit data bursts in the network, Ei denote the set of fibre links 
traversed by path pii ∈ Π, and γi denote the average traffic load offered to path pii. It is 
assumed that the average offered traffic load values are obtained empirically or based on 
long-term predictions of the network load. Ideally, this input information would be used 
to formulate a combinatorial optimization problem for determining a wavelength search 
ordering, that is, an ordered list of all W wavelength channels, for each routing path such 
that a relevant performance metric, like the average burst blocking probability, is 
minimized. However, blocking probability performance metrics can only be computed via 
network simulation or, in particular cases, estimated by solving a set of non-linear 
equations (Pedro et al., 2006a). As a result, the objective function cannot be expressed in 
terms of the problem variables in an analytical closed-form manner (Teng & Rouskas, 
2005). Moreover, even if this was possible, the size of the solutions search space would 
grow steeply with the number of wavelength channels W and the number of routing paths 
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|Π|, since there are (W!)|Π| combinations of wavelength channel orderings. 
Consequently, for OBS networks of realistic size, this would prevent computing the 
optimum wavelength search orderings in a reasonable amount of time. 
In view of the aforementioned limitations in both problem formulation and resolution, the 
wavelength search orderings must be computed without knowing the resulting average 
burst blocking probability and by relying on heuristic algorithms. Notably, when the core 
nodes have limited or no wavelength conversion capabilities, burst blocking probability is 
closely related with the expected amount of unresolved wavelength contention. Consider 
two routing paths, pi1 and pi2, that traverse a common fibre link. Clearly, the chances of data 
bursts going through these paths and contending for the same wavelength channel at the 
common fibre link are minimized if their ingress nodes search for an available wavelength 
using opposite orderings of the wavelengths, that is, the ingress node of pi1 uses, for 
instance, λ1, λ2, …, λW–1, λW, whereas the ingress node of pi2 uses λW, λW–1, …, λ2, λ1. This 
simple scenario is illustrated is Fig. 2 for W = 4, where most of the burst traffic on pi1 (pi2) will 
go through λ1, λ2 (λ4, λ3). However, in realistic network scenarios, each routing path shares 
fibre links with several other paths and, consequently, it is not feasible to have opposite 
wavelength search orderings for each pair of overlapping paths. Still, as long as it is possible 
for two overlapping paths to have two different wavelength channels ranked as the highest 
priority wavelengths, the probability of wavelength contention among data bursts going 
through these paths is expected to be reduced. This observation constitutes the foundation 
of the heuristic traffic engineering approaches described in the following. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Example OBS network with opposite wavelength search orderings. 
2.2 Heuristic minimum priority interference 
Intuitively, the chances of wavelength contention between data bursts going through 
different routing paths are expected to increase with both the average traffic load offered to 
the paths and with the number of common fibre links. Bearing this in mind, it is useful to 
define the concept of interference level of routing path pii on routing path pij with i ≠ j as, 
 I(pii, pij) = γi|Ei ∩ Ej|, (1) 
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where |Ei ∩ Ej| denotes the number of fibre links shared by both paths, and to define the 
combined interference level between routing paths pii and pij with i ≠ j as, 
 Ic(pii, pij)= I(pii, pij) + I(pij, pii) = (γi + γj)|Ei ∩ Ej|. (2) 
The higher the combined interference level between two routing paths, the higher the 
likelihood that data bursts going through those paths will contend for the same fibre link 
resources. Consequently, routing paths with higher combined interference level should use 
wavelength search orderings as opposed as possible. This constitutes the basic principle 
exploited by First Fit-Traffic Engineering (FF-TE) (Teng & Rouskas, 2005), which was the 
first offline algorithm proposed to determine wavelength search orderings that are expected 
to reduce the probability of wavelength contention. However, this algorithm oversimplifies 
the problem resolution by computing a single wavelength search ordering for all the routing 
paths with the same ingress node. A detailed discussion of the limitations of the FF-TE 
algorithm is presented in (Pedro et al., 2006b). To overcome these shortcomings, the more 
advanced Heuristic Minimum Priority Interference (HMPI) algorithm, which computes an 
individual wavelength search ordering per routing path, is described below. 
2.2.1 Algorithm description 
The algorithm proposed in (Pedro et al., 2006b) for minimizing wavelength contention aims 
to determine an individual wavelength search ordering for each routing path with a 
reduced computational effort. The HMPI algorithm uses as input information the network 
topology, the routing paths and the average traffic load offered to the routing paths. 
In order to determine the wavelength search ordering of a routing path, a unique priority 
must be assigned to each of the wavelengths. The wavelength ranked with the highest 
priority, called the primary wavelength, is expected to carry the largest amount of burst 
traffic going through the routing path. The other wavelengths, ordered by decreasing 
priority, expectedly carry diminishing amounts of burst traffic. In view of the importance of 
the primary wavelengths, the HMPI algorithm comprises a first stage dedicated to optimize 
them, consisting of the following three steps. 
(S1) Reorder the routing paths of Π such that if i < j one of the following conditions holds, 
 
π , π ,
(π ,π ) (π ,π )
k k
i k j k
k i k j
I I
∈Π ∈Π
≠ ≠
>  ; (3) 
 
π , π ,
(π ,π ) (π ,π ) and| | | |
k k
i k j k i j
k i k j
I I E E
∈Π ∈Π
≠ ≠
= >  . (4) 
(S2) Consider W sub-sets of the routing paths, one per wavelength, initially empty, that is, 
|Πj| = 0 for j = 1, …, W. Following the routing path ordering defined for Π, include 
path pii in the sub-set Πj such that for any k ≠ j one of the subsequent conditions holds, 
 
c c
π , π ,
(π ,π ) (π ,π )
l j l k
i l i l
l il i
I I
∈Π ∈Π
≠≠
<  ; (5) 
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 c c
π , π ,
(π ,π ) (π ,π ) and| | | |
l j l k
i l i l j k
l il i
I I
∈Π ∈Π
≠≠
= Π > Π  . (6) 
(S3) Select wavelength channel λj as the primary wavelength of all the paths in sub-set Πj, 
that is, 
 
, if π
(ǌ ,π )
0, otherwise
i j
j i
W
P
∈Π
= 
. (7) 
The first step of this stage of the HMPI algorithm is used to order the routing paths by 
decreasing interference level on the remaining paths. Ties are broken by giving preference to 
the longer routing paths. Considering W sub-sets of routing paths, the second step 
sequentially includes each routing path on the sub-set with minimum combined interference 
level between the routing path and the paths already included in the sub-set. Ties are 
broken by preferring the sub-set with larger number of paths. Finally, the third step assigns 
to all routing paths of a sub-set the primary wavelength associated with that sub-set. As a 
result of this stage, the routing paths with minimum combined interference level, carrying 
data bursts that are less prone to contend with each other for the same wavelength channel, 
will share the same primary wavelength. 
In the second stage of the algorithm, the non-primary wavelengths for all routing paths are 
determined sequentially, starting with the second preferred wavelength channel and ending 
with the least preferred wavelength. When determining for each routing path the 
wavelength with priority p < W, it is intuitive to select one to which has been assigned, so 
far in the algorithm execution, the lowest priorities on routing paths that share fibre links 
with the routing path being considered. This constitutes the basic rule used in the second 
stage of the HMPI algorithm. 
The following steps are executed for priorities 1 ≤ p ≤ W – 1 in decreasing order and 
considering, for each priority p, all the routing paths according to the path ordering defined 
in the first stage of the algorithm. 
(S1) Let {ǌ : (ǌ ,π ) 0, 1 }j j iP j WΛ = = ≤ ≤  denote the initial set of candidate wavelengths, 
containing all wavelengths that have been assigned a priority of zero on routing path 
pii. If |Λ| = 1, go to (S7). 
(S2) Let { : π , , (ǌ ,π ) ,| | 0, ǌ }l j l l i jk l i P k E EΡ = ∃ ≠ = ∩ > ∈ Λ be the set of priorities that have 
already been assigned to candidate wavelengths on paths that overlap with pii. 
(S3) Let ǌ πψ min max { (ǌ ,π ) : ,| | 0, (ǌ ,π ) }j l j l l i j lP l i E E P∈Λ ∈Π= ≠ ∩ > ∈ Ρ  be the lowest 
priority among the set containing the highest priority assigned to each candidate 
wavelength on paths that share links with pii. Update the set of candidate wavelengths 
as follows, 
 \{ǌ : π , , (ǌ ,π ) ψ ,| | 0}j l j l l il i P E EΛ ← Λ ∃ ≠ > ∩ > ; (8) 
If |Λ| = 1, go to (S7). 
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(S4) Define (ǌ , ) {γ : ,| | 0, (ǌ ,π ) ψ}j m l l m l i j lC e E e E E P= ⊃ ∩ > =  as the cost associated with 
wavelength channel λj ∈ Λ on link em ∈ Ei and e ǌα min max (ǌ , )j m ie E j mC e∈Λ ∈=  as the 
minimum cost among the set containing the highest cost associated with each 
candidate wavelength on the fibre links of pii. Update the set of candidate wavelengths 
as follows, 
 e\{ǌ : , (ǌ , ) α , }j m j m m ie C e e EΛ ← Λ ∃ > ∈ ; (9) 
If |Λ| = 1, go to (S7). 
(S5) Define (ǌ ,π ) (ǌ , )
m i
j i j me E
C C e
∈
=  as the cost associated with wavelength λj on path pii 
and π ǌα min (ǌ ,π )j j iC∈Λ=  as the minimum cost among the costs associated with the 
candidate wavelengths on pii. Update the set of candidate wavelengths as follows, 
 π\{ǌ : (ǌ ,π ) α }j j iCΛ ← Λ > ; (10) 
If |Λ| = 1, go to (S7). 
(S6) Update the set of priorities assigned to the candidate wavelengths as follows, 
 \{ : ψ}k kΡ ← Ρ ≥ ; (11) 
If |Ρ| > 0, go to (S3). Else, randomly select a candidate wavelength λ ∈ Λ. 
(S7) Assign priority p to the candidate wavelength λ ∈ Λ on path pii, that is, P(λ, pii) = p. 
The first step of the second stage of the HMPI algorithm is used to define the candidate 
wavelength channels by excluding the ones that have already been assigned a priority 
larger than zero on the routing path, whereas the second step determines the priorities 
assigned to these wavelengths on paths that overlap with the routing path under 
consideration. The third, fourth and fifth step are used to reduce the number of candidate 
wavelengths. As soon as there is only one candidate wavelength, it is assigned to it the 
priority p on path pii, concluding the iteration. In the third step, the highest priority 
already assigned to each of the candidate wavelength channels on paths that overlap with 
pii is determined. Only the wavelengths with the lowest of these priorities are kept in the 
set of candidates. If needed, the fourth step tries to break ties by associating a cost with 
each candidate wavelength on each fibre link of pii. This cost is given by the sum of the 
average traffic load offered to paths that traverse the fibre link and use the wavelength 
with priority ψ. The wavelengths whose largest link cost, among all links of pii, is the 
smallest one (αe) are kept as candidates. When there are still multiple candidate 
wavelengths, the fifth step associates a cost with each wavelength on path pii, which is 
simply given by the sum of the cost associated to the wavelength on all links of the 
routing path. The candidate wavelengths with smallest path cost (αpi) are kept. If 
necessary, the sixth step removes the priorities equal or larger than ψ from the set of 
priorities assigned to candidate wavelengths on paths that overlap with the path being 
considered and repeats the iteration. Finally, if all priorities have been removed and there 
are still multiple candidate wavelengths, one of them is randomly selected. 
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As the outcome of executing the HMPI algorithm, each wavelength channel λj is assigned a 
unique priority on routing path pii, 1 ≤ P(λj, pii) ≤ W. Equivalently, this solution for the 
priority assignment problem can be represented as an ordering of the W wavelengths, 
{λ1(pii), λ2(pii), …, λj(pii), …, λW(pii)}, where λj(pii) denotes the jth wavelength channel to be 
searched when assigning a wavelength to data bursts directed to routing path pii. In order to 
enforce these search orderings, each of these lists must be uploaded from the point where 
they are computed to the ingress nodes of the routing paths. Hence, assuming single-path 
routing, each ingress node will have to maintain at most N – 1 lists of ordered wavelengths. 
The computational complexity of the HMPI algorithm, as derived in (Pedro et al., 2009c), is 
given by O(W 2·|Π|2), that is, in the worst case it scales with the square of the number of 
wavelength channels times the square of the number of routing paths. 
2.2.2 Illustrative example 
In order to give a better insight into the HMPI algorithm, consider the example OBS 
network of Fig. 3, which has 6 nodes and 8 fibre links (Pedro et al., 2009c). The number of 
routing paths used to transmit bursts in the network is |Π| = 6 and each fibre link supports 
a number of wavelength channels W = 4. Moreover, the average traffic load offered to each 
routing path is 1, except for routing path pi4, which has an average offered traffic load of 1.2, 
that is, γi = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and γ4 = 1.2. 
 
 
Fig. 3. OBS network used to exemplify the HMPI algorithm (Pedro et al., 2009c). 
The HMPI algorithm starts by computing the interference level of all pairs of routing paths, 
as shown in Table 1. Step (S1) of the first stage of the algorithm orders the routing paths by 
decreasing order of their interference level over other paths, which results in the path order 
{pi5, pi4, pi3, pi1, pi6, pi2}. The path with the highest interference level over other paths is pi5, 
which overlaps with three paths, and the path with the second highest interference level 
over other paths is pi4, which overlaps with two paths. Although pi3, pi1 and pi6 also overlap 
with two paths, pi4 is offered more traffic load and consequently can cause more contention. 
In addition, pi3 precedes pi1 and pi6 because it is longer than the later paths. Since paths pi1 and 
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pi6 are tied, the path with the smallest index was given preference. Finally, the path with the 
lowest interference level over other paths is pi2. 
 
I(pii, pij) pi1 pi2 pi3 pi4 pi5 pi6 
pi1 –– 0 1 0 1 0 
pi2 0 –– 0 0 1 0 
pi3 1 0 –– 1 0 0 
pi4 0 0 1.2 –– 0 1.2 
pi5 1 1 0 0 –– 1 
pi6 0 0 0 1 1 –– 
Table 1. Interference level of the routing paths. 
Step (S2) starts by creating one sub-set of routing paths per wavelength, that is, Π1, Π2, Π3, Π4. 
Following the determined path order, pi5 is included in the first empty sub-set, Π1. Path pi4 is 
also included in Π1, because IC(pi4, pi5) = 0 and Π1 has more paths than the remaining sub-sets. 
Since path pi3 overlaps with pi4, IC(pi3, pi4) = 2.2, and pi4 is already included in Π1, pi3 is included in 
the empty sub-set Π2. Moreover, path pi1 overlaps with both pi5 and pi3 and thus it is included in 
empty sub-set Π3. Path pi6 can be included in sub-sets Π2 and Π3 because it only overlaps with 
the paths of Π1. The tie is broken by selecting the sub-set with smallest index, that is, Π2. 
Similarly, path pi2 is also included in this sub-set as it does not overlap with the paths in Π2 and 
Π3 and |Π2| > |Π3|. Since every path has been included in one sub-set, Π1 = {pi4, pi5}, Π2 = {pi2, 
pi3, pi6} and Π3 = {pi1}, step (S3) concludes the first stage of the algorithm by making λ1 the 
primary wavelength of paths pi4 and pi5, λ2 the primary wavelength of paths pi2, pi3 and pi6, and 
λ3 the primary wavelength of path pi1. The other wavelengths are temporarily assigned priority 
0 on the routing paths. Table 2 shows the priorities assigned to the wavelengths on the routing 
paths after the entire HMPI algorithm has been executed. 
 
P(λj, pii) pi1 pi2 pi3 pi4 pi5 pi6 
λ1 1 1 1 4 4 1 
λ2 2 4 4 1 1 4 
λ3 4 3 2 2 2 3 
λ4 3 2 3 3 3 2 
Table 2. Wavelengths priority on the routing paths. 
The second stage of the algorithm is initiated with p = 3 and proceeds path by path 
according to the order already defined. For path pi5, the algorithm starts by creating the 
initial set of candidate wavelengths, Λ = {λ2, λ3, λ4}, in (S1). Since this path overlaps with pi1, 
pi2 and pi6, the set of priorities assigned to wavelengths of Λ on these paths, determined in 
(S2), is Ρ = {0, 4}. Wavelength λ4 is assigned priority 0 on all paths that overlap with pi5 and 
thus ρ = 0. Accordingly, in (S3) the set of candidate wavelengths is updated, Λ = {λ4}, and λ4 
is assigned priority 3 on path pi5. For path pi4, Λ = {λ2, λ3, λ4}, Ρ = {0, 4}, and ρ = 0. The set of 
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candidate wavelengths is updated to Λ = {λ3, λ4}, because both λ3 and λ4 are assigned 
priority 0 on paths that overlap with pi4. In this particular case, the algorithm cannot break 
the tie and in (S7) randomly selects wavelength λ4 to be assigned priority 3 on path pi4. For 
the remaining paths, there is only one candidate wavelength whose priority on other paths 
equals ρ. Wavelength λ4 is assigned priority 3 on paths pi3 and pi1 and wavelength λ3 is 
assigned this priority on paths pi6 and pi2. 
The second stage of the algorithm is executed again, but with p = 2. For path pi5, the initial 
set of candidate wavelengths is Λ = {λ2, λ3}. Both wavelengths are assigned priority 4 on at 
least one of the paths that overlaps with pi5 (ρ = 4), λ2 on pi2 and pi6 and λ3 on pi1. Paths pi1, pi2, 
and pi6 share with pi5 links e3, e5 and e8, respectively, and the average traffic load offered to 
these paths is 1. Thus, according to (S4), the cost associated with λ2 and λ3 on each link is at 
most 1 (αe = 1). However, λ2 has this link cost on two links, which in (S5) results in a cost 
C(λ2, pi5) = 2, whereas λ3 has this link cost on a single link, C(λ3, pi5) = 1. Consequently, αpi = 1 
and the set of candidate wavelengths is updated to Λ = {λ3}. For path pi4, Λ = {λ2, λ3}, Ρ = {0, 3, 
4}, and ρ = 3. Only wavelength λ3 is used with a priority smaller or equal than 3 in all links, 
which reduces the set of candidates to λ3. In the case of path pi3, Λ = {λ1, λ3} and λ1 is 
assigned priority 4 on pi4, whereas λ3 is assigned this priority on pi1. Since γ4 > γ1, the highest 
link cost associated to λ1 is larger than that for λ3, and the candidate wavelengths are 
reduced to λ3. For path pi1, Λ = {λ1, λ2} and both these wavelengths observe ρ = 4, αe = 1 and 
αpi = 1. The algorithm has to randomly select one of the wavelengths (λ2). For both pi6 and 
pi2, Λ = {λ1, λ4}, ρ = 3, but only λ4 is assigned a priority smaller or equal to 3 in all of the links. 
The set of candidate wavelengths is reduced to Λ = {λ4}. 
Finally, for p = 1 the wavelength assignment is trivial, because there is only one wavelength 
still assigned priority 0 on each path. The complete wavelength search ordering of each path 
can be obtained from Table 2. The following observations show that these orderings should 
effectively reduce contention. Firstly, overlapping paths do not share the same primary 
wavelength. Instead, primary wavelengths are reused by link-disjoint routing paths (e.g., λ2 
is the primary wavelength of pi2, pi3 and pi6). Secondly, paths use with smallest possible 
priority the primary wavelengths of overlapping paths (e.g., pi1, pi2 and pi6 overlap with pi5 
and use the primary wavelength of this path with priority 1). 
3. Traffic engineering in the wavelength domain 
Noteworthy, at the ingress edge nodes of an OBS network, data bursts are kept in electronic 
buffers before a wavelength channel is assigned to them and they are transmitted optically 
towards the egress edge nodes. Clearly, the flexibility of scheduling data bursts in the 
wavelength channels is considerably higher when the bursts are still buffered at the ingress 
nodes than when they have already been converted to the optical domain. For instance, a data 
burst can be delayed at one of the ingress buffers by the exact amount of time required for a 
wavelength channel to become available in the designated output fibre link. This procedure is 
not possible at the core nodes due to the lack of optical RAM. The capability of delaying data 
bursts at an ingress node by a random amount of time, not only increases the chances of 
successfully scheduling bursts at the output fibre link of their ingress nodes, but also enables 
implementing strategies that reduce in advance the probability of contention at the core nodes. 
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The Burst Overlap Reduction Algorithm proposed in (Li & Qiao, 2004) exploits the 
additional degree of freedom provided by delaying data bursts at the electronic buffers of 
the ingress nodes to shape the burst traffic departing from these nodes in such way that the 
probability of contention at the core nodes can be reduced. The principle underlying BORA 
is that a decrease on the number of different wavelength channels allocated to the data 
bursts assembled at an ingress node can smooth the burst traffic at the input fibre links of 
the core nodes and, as a result, reduce the probability that the number of overlapping data 
bursts directed to the same output fibre link exceeds the number of wavelength channels. In 
its simpler implementation, BORA relies on using the same wavelength search ordering at 
all the ingress nodes of the network and utilizing the buffers in these nodes to transmit the 
maximum number of bursts in the first wavelength channels according to such ordering. In 
order to limit the extra transfer delay incurred by data bursts, as well as the added buffering 
and processing requirements, the ingress node can impose a maximum ingress burst delay, 
RAM
maxt∆ , defined as the maximum amount of time a data burst can be kept at an electronic 
buffer of its ingress node excluding the time required to assemble the burst and the offset 
time between the data burst and its correspondent BHP. 
The concept of BORA is appealing in OBS networks with wavelength conversion, since 
these algorithms have not been designed to mitigate wavelength contention. Moreover, 
BORA algorithms do not account for the capacity fragmentation of the wavelength channels, 
which is also a performance limiting factor in OBS networks. These limitations have 
motivated the development of a novel strategy in (Pedro et al., 2009b) that also exploits the 
electronic buffers of the ingress edge nodes to selectively delay data bursts, while providing 
a twofold advantage over BORA: enhanced contention minimization at the core nodes and 
support of core node architectures with relaxed wavelength conversion capabilities. 
The first principle of the proposed strategy is related with the availability of RAM at the 
ingress nodes. In the process of judiciously delaying bursts to schedule them using the 
smallest number of different wavelength channels, the delayed bursts can be scheduled with 
minimum voids between them and the preceding bursts already scheduled on the same 
wavelength channel. This is only possible because the bursts assembled at the node can be 
delayed by a random amount of time. The serialization of data bursts not only smoothes the 
burst traffic, with the consequent decrease of the chances of contention at the core nodes, but 
also reduces the fragmentation of the wavelengths capacity at the output fibre links of the 
ingress nodes. These serialized data bursts traverse the core nodes, where some of them 
must be converted to other wavelength channels to resolve contention. The wavelength 
conversions break the series of data bursts and, as a result, create voids between a burst 
converted to another wavelength channel and the bursts already scheduled on this 
wavelength. A large number of these voids lead to wasting bandwidth, as the core nodes 
will not be able to use them to carry data. 
In essence, the first key principle consists of serializing data bursts at the ingress nodes to 
mitigate the voids between them. Noticeably, if these bursts traverse a set of common fibre 
links without experiencing wavelength conversion, the formation of unusable voids is 
reduced at those links. Hence, the second key principle of the proposed strategy consists of 
improving the probability that serialized bursts routed via the same path are kept in the 
same wavelength channel for as long as possible. This can reduce the number of unusable 
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voids created in the fibre links traversed before wavelength conversion is used, improving 
network performance. 
The task of keeping the data bursts, which are directed to the same routing path and have 
been serialized at the ingress node, in the same wavelength channel requires minimizing the 
chances that bursts on overlapping routing paths contend for the same wavelength channel 
and, as a result, demand wavelength conversion. This objective is the same as that of the 
HMPI algorithm presented in Section 2. For that reason, the strategy proposed in (Pedro et 
al., 2009b), which is designated as Traffic Engineering in the wavelength domain with 
Delayed Burst Scheduling (TE-DBS), combines the wavelength contention minimization 
capability of HMPI with selectively delaying data bursts at the electronic buffers of their 
ingress nodes not only to smooth burst traffic, but also to maximize the amount of data 
bursts carried in the wavelength channels ranked with the highest priorities by HMPI. 
The key principles of the TE-DBS strategy can be illustrated with the example of Fig. 4. The 
OBS network depicted comprises six nodes and five fibre links. Three paths, pi1, pi2, and pi3,  
 
 
Fig. 4. Example of using TE-DBS to minimize contention at the core nodes. 
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are used to transmit bursts between one of the three ingress nodes, v1, v2, and v4, and node 
v6. Contention between bursts from different input fibre links and directed to the same 
output fibre link can occur at core nodes v3 and v5. Each ingress node uses its own 
wavelength search ordering and selectively delays bursts with the purpose of transmitting 
them on the wavelength channels which have been ranked with the highest priorities by an 
algorithm for minimizing contention in the wavelength domain. Similarly to what occurs 
with BORA, a maximum ingress burst delay, RAMmaxt∆ , is imposed at each ingress node. 
As can be seen, v1 has assembled three data bursts (DB 1, DB 2, and DB 3), which overlap in 
time, and v2 has assembled two data bursts (DB 4 and DB 5), which also overlap in time. The 
first two bursts assembled by v1 are transmitted in wavelength channel λ1, whereas the third 
cannot be transmitted in this wavelength without infringing the maximum ingress burst 
delay and, therefore, has to be transmitted in λ2. The two bursts assembled by v2 are 
transmitted in the wavelength ranked with highest priority, λ3. These bursts traverse v3, 
where contention is avoided since the bursts arrive in different wavelengths. Meanwhile, the 
ingress node v4 has assembled two data bursts (DB 6 and DB 7) and transmits them in the 
wavelength ranked with highest priority, λ2. All seven data bursts traverse core node v5, 
where DB 7 must be converted to another wavelength in order to resolve contention. 
The major observations provided by this example are as follows. Similarly to using BORA, 
the burst traffic is smoothed at the ingress nodes, reducing contention at the core nodes 
from an excessive number of data bursts directed to the same output fibre link. Moreover, 
since the burst traffic of routing paths pi1, pi2, and pi3 is mostly carried in different 
wavelengths, contention for the same wavelength channel is also reduced. As a result, the 
pairs of bursts serialized at the ingress nodes, DB 1 and DB 2 in routing path pi1 and DB 4 
and DB5 in routing path pi2, can be kept in the same wavelength channel until they reach 
node v6, mitigating the fragmentation of the capacity of wavelengths λ1 and λ3 in the fibre 
links traversed by routing paths pi1 and pi2. Since this is accomplished through minimizing 
the probability of wavelength contention, it can also relax the wavelength conversion 
capabilities of the core nodes without significantly degrading network performance. 
The TE-DBS strategy requires the computation of one wavelength search ordering, {λ1(pii), 
λ2(pii), …, λW(pii)}, for each routing path pii. The HMPI algorithm is used to optimize offline 
the wavelength search orderings. These orderings are stored at the ingress nodes and the 
control unit of these nodes uses them for serializing data bursts on the available wavelength 
channel ranked with the highest priority on the routing path the bursts will follow. 
4. Results and discussion 
This section presents a performance analysis of the framework for traffic engineering in the 
wavelength domain TE-DBS, described in the Section 3, and assuming the HMPI algorithm, 
detailed in Section 2, is employed offline to optimize the wavelength search ordering for 
each routing path in the network. 
The results are obtained via network simulation using the event-driven network simulator 
described in (Pedro et al., 2006a). The network topology used in the performance study is a 
10-node ring network. All of the network nodes have the functionalities of both edge and 
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core nodes and the resource reservation is made using the JET protocol. It is also assumed 
that all the wavelength channels in a fibre link have a capacity µ = 10 Gb/s, the time 
required to configure an optical space switch matrix is tg = 1.6 µs, each node can process the 
BHP of a data burst in tp = 1 µs and the offset time between BHP and data burst is given by 
tg + hi·tp, where hi is the number of hops of burst path pii ∈ Π. The switch matrix of each node 
is assumed to be strictly non-blocking. Unless stated otherwise, the simulation results were 
obtained assuming W = 32 wavelength channels per fibre link. 
The traffic pattern used in the simulations is uniform, in the sense that a burst generated at 
an ingress node is randomly destined to one of the remaining nodes. Bursts are always 
routed via the shortest path. Both the data burst size and the burst interarrival time are 
negative-exponentially distributed. An average burst size of 100 kB is used, which results in 
an average burst duration of 80 µs. In the network simulations, increasing the average 
offered traffic load is obtained through reducing the average burst interarrival time. The 
average offered traffic load normalized to the network capacity is given by, 
 
SP
π γ
Ǎ
i
i ih
L W
∈Π ⋅Γ =
⋅ ⋅

, (12) 
where hiSP is the number of links traversed between the edge nodes of pii ∈ Π. 
In OBS networks, the most relevant performance metric is the average burst blocking 
probability, which measures the average fraction of burst traffic that is discarded by the 
network. The network performance can also be evaluated via the average offered traffic load 
that results in an objective average burst blocking probability Bobj. This metric is estimated 
by performing simulations with values of Γ spaced by 0.05, determining the load values 
between which the value with blocking probability Bobj is located and then using linear 
interpolation (with logarithmic scale for the average burst blocking probability). All of the 
results presented in this section were obtained through running 10 independent simulations 
for calculating the average value of the performance metric of interest, as well as a 95% 
confidence interval on this value. However, these confidence intervals were found to be so 
narrow that have been omitted from the plots for improving readability. 
The majority of OBS proposals assumes the utilization of full-range wavelength converters 
deployed in a dedicated configuration, that is, one full-range wavelength converter is used 
at each output port of the switch matrix, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Each full-range wavelength 
converter must be capable of converting any wavelength at its input to a fixed wavelength 
at its output and if a node has M output fibres, its total number of converters is M·W. 
Fig. 6 plots the average burst blocking probability as a function of the maximum ingress 
burst delay for different values of the offered traffic load and considering both TE-DBS and 
the previously described BORA strategy. It also displays the blocking performance that 
corresponds to delaying bursts at the ingress nodes whenever a free wavelength channel is 
not immediately found. More precisely, the DBS strategy consists of delaying a data burst at 
its ingress node by the minimum amount of time, upper-bounded to the maximum ingress 
burst delay, such that one wavelength becomes available in the output fibre link. 
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Fig. 5. OBS core node architecture with dedicated full-range wavelength converters. 
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Fig. 6. Network performance with dedicated full-range wavelength converters for different 
values of the average offered traffic (Pedro et al., 2009a). 
The curves for DBS show that exploiting the electronic buffers at the ingress nodes only for 
contention resolution does not improve blocking performance. On the contrary, with both 
BORA and TE-DBS the average burst blocking probability is decreased as the maximum 
ingress burst delay is increased, confirming that these strategies proactively reduce the 
probability of contention by selectively delaying bursts at their ingress nodes. 
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The results also indicate TE-DBS is substantially more efficient than BORA in exploiting 
larger maximum ingress burst delays to reduce the burst blocking probability. The proposed 
strategy outperforms BORA for the same maximum ingress burst delay or, alternatively, 
requires a smaller maximum ingress burst delay to attain the same blocking performance of 
BORA. Particularly, the decrease rate of the burst losses with increasing the maximum 
ingress burst delay is considerably larger with TE-DBS than that with BORA. In addition, 
with TE-DBS the slope of the curves of the burst blocking probability is much steeper for 
smaller values of the average offered traffic load, a trend less pronounced with BORA. 
Table 3 presents the average traffic load that can be offered to the network as to support an 
objective average burst blocking probability, Bobj, of 10-3 and 10-4. The results include two 
values of the maximum ingress burst delay for BORA and TE-DBS, RAMmaxt∆ = 200 µs and 
RAM
maxt∆ = 400 µs, and the case of immediate burst scheduling at the ingress nodes, RAMmaxt∆ = 0. 
 
Bobj 
RAM
max 0t∆ =
 
RAM
max 200 Ǎst∆ =  RAMmax 400 Ǎst∆ =  
BORA TE-DBS BORA TE-DBS 
10-3 0.522 0.654 0.723 0.689 0.782 
10-4 0.453 0.584 0.659 0.632 0.729 
Table 3. Average offered traffic load for an objective average burst blocking probability of 
10-3 and 10-4 (Pedro et al., 2009a). 
The OBS network supports more offered traffic load for the same average burst blocking 
probability when using the TE-DBS and BORA strategies instead of employing immediate 
burst scheduling. In addition, the former strategy provides the largest improvements in 
supported offered traffic load. For instance, with Bobj = 10-3, the network supports 32% more 
offered traffic load when using BORA with a maximum ingress burst delay of 400 µs instead 
of immediate burst scheduling, whereas when using the TE-DBS strategy the performance 
improvement is more expressive, enabling an increase of 50% in offered traffic load. 
In order to provide evidence of the principles underlying contention minimization with 
BORA and TE-DBS, the first set of results differentiates the burst blocking probability at the 
ingress nodes (ingress bursts) and at the core nodes (transit bursts). Fig. 7 plots the average 
burst blocking probability, discriminated in terms of ingress bursts and transit bursts, as a 
function of the maximum ingress burst delay for Γ = 0.70. 
The plot shows that without additional delays at the ingress nodes, the blocking probability 
of ingress bursts and of transit bursts are of the same order of magnitude. However, as the 
maximum ingress burst delay is increased, the blocking probability of ingress bursts is 
rapidly reduced, as a result of the enhanced ability of ingress nodes to buffer bursts during 
longer periods of time. This holds for the three channel scheduling algorithms. Therefore, 
the average burst blocking probability of transit bursts becomes the dominant source of 
blocking. Notably, using DBS does not reduce burst losses at the core nodes, rendering this 
strategy useless, whereas BORA and TE-DBS strategies exploit the selective ingress delay to 
reduce blocking of transit bursts. Moreover, TE-DBS is increasingly more effective than 
BORA in reducing these losses, which supports its superior performance displayed in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 7. Average burst blocking probability of ingress and transit bursts (Pedro et al., 2009a). 
The major dissimilarity between the TE-DBS and BORA strategies is the order by which free 
wavelength channels are searched to schedule the data bursts assembled at the ingress 
nodes. Particularly, the TE-DBS strategy exploits the selective delaying of data bursts at the 
electronic buffers of these nodes not only to smooth the burst traffic entering the core 
network, similarly to BORA, but also to proactively reduce the unusable voids formed 
between consecutive data bursts scheduled in the same wavelength channel. As described in 
Section 3, complying with the latter objective demands enforcing that the serialized data 
bursts are kept in the same wavelength for as long as possible along their routing path, 
which means that contention for the same wavelength among bursts on overlapping paths 
must be minimized. Intuitively, the success of keeping the serialized data bursts in the same 
wavelength channel for as long as possible should be visible in the form of a reduced 
number of bursts experiencing wavelength conversion at the core nodes. In order to observe 
this effect, Fig. 8 presents the average wavelength conversion probability, defined as the 
fraction of transit data bursts that undergo wavelength conversion, as a function of the 
maximum ingress burst delay for different values of the average offered traffic load. 
The curves for TE-DBS exhibit a declining trend as the maximum ingress burst delay 
increases, with this behaviour being more pronounced for smaller average offered traffic 
load values. These observations confirm that the probability of the data bursts serialized at 
the ingress nodes being kept in the same wavelength channel, as they go through the core 
nodes, is higher for larger values of the maximum ingress burst delay and smaller values of 
offered traffic load. Conversely, with BORA the wavelength conversion probability remains 
insensitive to variations in both the maximum ingress burst delay and offered traffic load, 
corroborating the fact that it cannot reduce the utilization of wavelength conversion at the 
core nodes. The reduced wavelength contention characteristic of the TE-DBS strategy, which 
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is absent in BORA, is critical to mitigate the fragmentation of the wavelengths capacity, 
resulting in the smaller transit burst losses reported with TE-DBS in Fig. 7 and ultimately 
explaining the enhanced blocking performance provided by this strategy. 
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Fig. 8. Average wavelength conversion probability (Pedro et al., 2009b). 
Fig. 9 shows the blocking performance as a function of the maximum ingress burst delay for 
different numbers of wavelength channels and Γ = 0.80. The results indicate that the slope of 
the average burst blocking probability curves for TE-DBS increases with the number of 
wavelength channels, augmenting the performance gain of using this strategy instead of 
BORA. This behaviour is due to the fact that when the number of wavelength channels per 
fibre link increases the effectiveness of the HMPI algorithm in determining appropriate 
wavelength search orderings improves, enhancing the isolation degree of serialized burst 
traffic from overlapping routing paths on different wavelength channels. 
In principle, only a fraction of transit bursts experience wavelength contention, 
demanding the use of a wavelength converter. Consequently, the deployment of a smaller 
number of converters, in a shared configuration, has been proposed in the literature. 
Converter sharing at the core nodes can be implemented on a per-link or per-node basis, 
depending on whether each converter can only be used by bursts directed to a specific 
output link or can be used by bursts directed to any output link of the node (Chai et al., 
2002). The latter sharing strategy enables to deploy a smaller number of converters. Fig. 10 
exemplifies the architecture of a core node with C full-range wavelength converters 
shared per-node, where C ≤ M·W. In this core node architecture, each wavelength 
converter must be capable of converting any wavelength channel at its input to any 
wavelength channel at its output and the switch matrix has to be augmented with C input 
ports and C output ports. 
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Fig. 9. Network performance for different numbers of wavelength channels (Pedro et al., 
2009b). 
 
 
Fig. 10. OBS core node architecture with shared full-range wavelength converters. 
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The minimization of wavelength contention experienced by transit bursts is a key enabler 
for TE-DBS to improve the loss performance of OBS networks. Particularly, the simulation 
results presented in Fig. 8 confirm that the utilization of this strategy reduces the probability 
of wavelength conversion, and consequently the utilization of the wavelength converters, as 
the maximum ingress burst delay is increased. This attribute can extend the usefulness of 
TE-DBS to OBS networks with shared full-range wavelength converters because in this 
network scenario the lack of available converters at the core nodes can become the major 
cause of unresolved contention, specially for small values of C. 
In order to illustrate the added-value of the TE-DBS strategy in OBS networks whose core 
nodes have shared full-range wavelength converters, consider the 10-node ring network 
with W = 32. When using wavelength converters in a dedicated configuration, each node of 
this network needs M·W = 64 converters. Fig. 11 plots the average burst blocking probability 
as a function of the number of shared full-range wavelength converters at the nodes, C, for 
different values of the average offered traffic load and using BORA and TE-DBS strategies 
with RAMmaxt∆ = 160 µs. 
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Fig. 11. Network performance with shared full-range wavelength converters for different 
values of the average offered traffic load (Pedro et al., 2009a). 
The blocking performance curves clearly show that the OBS network using TE-DBS can 
benefit not only in terms of enhanced blocking performance, but also from enabling using 
simplified core node architectures. More precisely, the burst loss curves indicate that for 
very small numbers of shared wavelength converters, the utilization of TE-DBS results in a 
burst blocking probability that can be multiple orders of magnitude lower than that 
obtained using BORA. Furthermore, using TE-DBS demands a much smaller number of 
shared wavelength converters to match the blocking performance of a network using core 
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nodes with dedicated wavelength converters. Particularly, with TE-DBS around 16 shared 
converters per node are enough to match the loss performance obtained with 64 dedicated 
converters, whereas with BORA this number more than doubles, since around 36 shared 
converters are required. The larger savings in the number of wavelength converters enabled 
by TE-DBS also mean that the expansion of the switch matrix to accommodate the shared 
converters is smaller, leading to an even more cost-effective network solution. 
5. Conclusions 
Optical burst switching is seen as a candidate technology for next-generation transport 
networks. This chapter has described and analyzed the performance benefits of a strategy to 
enforce traffic engineering in the wavelength domain in OBS networks. The TE-DBS strategy 
is based on using the HMPI algorithm to optimize offline the order by which wavelength 
channels are searched for each routing path and employing at the ingress nodes a selective 
delaying of data bursts as a way to maximize the amount of burst traffic sent via the 
wavelength channels ranked with highest priority. Both the HMPI offline algorithm and the 
online selective delaying of bursts were revisited and exemplified. 
A network simulation study has highlighted the performance improvements attained by 
using TE-DBS in an OBS network with dedicated full-range wavelength converters and 
with shared full-range wavelength converters. It was shown that the utilization of the TE-
DBS strategy enables to reduce the average burst blocking probability for a given average 
offered traffic load, or augment the average offered traffic load for an objective burst 
blocking probability, when compared to utilizing a known contention minimization 
strategy. The simulation results shown that increasing the maximum delay a burst can 
experience at the ingress node and augmenting the number of wavelength channels per 
link can improve the effectiveness of the TE-DBS strategy and also provided evidence of 
the burst serialization and traffic isolation in different wavelengths inherent to this 
strategy. Finally, the analysis confirms that the utilization of TE-DBS in OBS networks 
with shared full-range wavelength converters can provide noticeable savings in the 
number of expensive all-optical wavelength converters and a smaller increase in the size 
of the switch matrix of the core nodes. 
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